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(57) ABSTRACT 
The invention describes systems and methods of assessing 
risk using a computer. A computer-based system including an 
enrollment module, a data aggregation module, a risk assess 
ment module, and a memory is provided for assessing risks. 
The enrollment receives, at a computer, personal information 
regarding at least one entity. The data aggregation module 
receives, at the computer, risk information regarding the 
entity according to the personal information from at least one 
data source. The risk assessment module converts the risk 
information to assessment information. The memory stores 
the personal information, the risk information, and/or the 
assessment information on the computer. 
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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR ASSESSING 
RISK 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This utility patent application claims priority to U.S. pro 
visional patent application Ser. No. 61/261,873 filed on Nov. 
17, 2009. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure relates to a system and method for 
assessing risk. 

BACKGROUND 

Current security threat assessment and fraud detection pro 
grams are moving towards a risk-based approach to ensure 
that entitlement programs, infrastructures, data, and systems 
are protected from improper use or criminal activity. This 
risk-based approach requires a significant amount of automa 
tion of the threat assessment and fraud detection process and 
a solid quality assurance process that tracks the quality of a 
risk assessment process. 

However, current risk assessment processes present several 
major challenges. Unstructured data sources used in the 
assessment process are hard to convert into a format Suitable 
for an automated assessment. Additionally, non-standard data 
Vocabulary and complicated data semantics are difficult to 
use by traditional systems such as rule-based engines. Given 
these challenges, much of the risk assessment processes are 
manually operated, accuracy rates are less than optimal, and 
therefore the likelihood of fraud, criminal activity, and other 
types of risk, increase. 

SUMMARY 

Embodiments of the present disclosure provide an auto 
mated accurate risk assessment process. Additional features 
and utilities are set forth and/or are obvious from the descrip 
tion provided below. 
One or more embodiments of the present disclosure are 

related to a system or a method of assessing risk using a 
computer. According to one aspect, a computer-based system 
of assessing risks includes an enrollment module to receive, at 
a computer, personal information regarding at least one 
entity, a data aggregation module to receive, at the computer, 
risk information regarding the at least one entity according to 
the personal information from at least one data source, a risk 
assessment module to automatically convert the risk informa 
tion to assessment information, and a memory to store the 
personal information, the risk information, and/or the assess 
ment information on the computer. 

According to another aspect, a method of assessing risks 
using a computer includes receiving personal information 
regarding at least one entity at the computer, gathering risk 
information regarding the at least one entity according to the 
personal information from at least one data source, automati 
cally converting the risk information to assessment informa 
tion, and storing the personal information, the risk informa 
tion, and/or the assessment information in a memory on the 
computer. 

According to another aspect, a computer-readable record 
ing medium containing computer-readable codes provides 
commands for computers to execute a process including 
receiving personal information regarding at least one entity at 
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2 
the computer, gathering risk information regarding the at least 
one entity according to the personal information from at least 
one data source, automatically converting the risk informa 
tion to assessment information, and storing the personal 
information, the risk information, and/or the assessment 
information in a memory on the computer. 
The system, method and/or computer-readable recording 

medium may include one or more of the following features. 
The risk information may include criminal history, civil his 
tory, terrorist watch lists, traffic violations, loan or debt delin 
quencies, outstanding wants or warrants, academic disciplin 
ary history, and/or immigration status. In another 
embodiment, the risk information includes infraction infor 
mation, punishment information, and disposition information 
that correspond to the personal information of the at least one 
entity. 
The infraction information, punishment information, and 

disposition information may be automatically converted to 
standardized codes by assigning numerical values including 
an infraction code that corresponds to the infraction informa 
tion, a punishment code that corresponds to the punishment 
information, and a disposition code that corresponds to the 
disposition information. 
An adjudication module may be used to determine a level 

ofrisk corresponding to the at least one entity according to the 
assessment information. The level of risk corresponding to 
the at least one entity may be determined according to adju 
dication parameters received by the adjudication module. The 
adjudication parameters may be received from a user and 
input into the computer or received from a client over a 
network. 
The standardized infraction code may be derived from 

infraction information by pre-processing the infraction infor 
mation and using a predictive model to classify the infraction 
information into the infraction code along with a confidence 
factor for the classification. The standardized punishment 
code may be derived from punishment information by pre 
processing the punishment information and using the predic 
tive model to classify the punishment information into the 
punishment code along with a confidence factor for the clas 
sification. The standardized disposition code may be derived 
from disposition information by pre-processing the disposi 
tion information and using the predictive model to classify the 
disposition information into the disposition code along with a 
confidence factor for the classification. 
As another feature, pre-processing of the infraction infor 

mation, the punishment information, and/or the disposition 
information may be performed. For example, a number of 
text-string Substitutions may be performed to normalize the 
language of the infraction information, the punishment infor 
mation, and/or the disposition information. Unnecessary text 
may be removed from the infraction information, the punish 
ment information, and/or the disposition information. In 
addition, specific phrases may be created that are based on the 
proximity of two or more words. 

In one embodiment, the predictive model is a statistical 
pattern learning model which is trained to predict classifica 
tions by using examples of text already classified. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The drawings are meant to illustrate certain principles of 
the invention and are not therefore to be considered to limit its 
scope. The above-mentioned features and objects of the 
present disclosure will become more apparent with reference 
to the following description taken in conjunction with the 
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accompanying drawings wherein like reference numerals 
denote like elements in which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a computer system to 
assess risk according to one or more embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 5 

FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating a method of assessing risk 
according to one or more embodiments of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIG. 3A is a flow chart illustrating a method of gathering 
risk information according to one or more embodiments of 10 
the present disclosure. 

FIG. 3B is a flow chart illustrating a method of converting 
risk information to assessment information according to one 
or more embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 4 is flow chart illustrating a method of determining a 15 
level of risk according to one or more embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG.5 is a flow chart illustrating the creation of a predictive 
model from which the algorithm is developed. 

2O 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Reference will not be made in detail to the exemplary 
embodiments of the present disclosure, examples of which 
are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like 25 
reference numerals refer to like elements throughout. The 
embodiments are described below so as to explain the present 
disclosure by referring to the figures. Repetitive description 
with respect to like elements of different exemplary embodi 
ments may be omitted for the convenience of clarity. 30 

Embodiments of the present disclosure provide an auto 
mated accurate risk assessment process. The present disclo 
Sure addresses major challenges regarding risk assessment, 
Such as: unstructured data sources which are hard to convert 
into a format conducive to an automated assessment; non- 35 
standard data vocabulary and complicated data semantics 
which make the interpretations of the data by computer sys 
tems difficult; and complex and changing program policies 
which require computer systems to adapt to rapid policy 
changes. 40 
The present disclosure provides systems and methods of 

assessing risk using a computer. According to one embodi 
ment, a computer-based system 100 is provided for assessing 
risks. As illustrated in FIG.1, the computer-based system 100 
includes a computer 110. As discussed above, a computer 110 45 
can be a server computer. A server computer should be under 
stood to refer to a service point which provides processing, 
database, and communication facilities. By way of example, 
and not limitation, the term server can refer to a single, physi 
cal processor with associated communications and/or data 50 
storage and/or database facilities, or it can refer to a net 
worked or clustered complex of processors and associated 
network and/or storage devices, as well as operating Software 
and one or more database systems and/or applications soft 
ware systems (which can be implemented as modules and/or 55 
engines) which Support the services provided by the server. 

Several non-limiting examples of a computer 110 are a 
personal computer (e.g., desktop computers or laptop com 
puters), personal digital assistants (PDAs), wireless devices, 
cellular telephones, internet appliances, media players, home 60 
theater systems, media centers, and the like. The computer 
110 may also include a plurality of computers connected to 
teach other through a network. For the purposes of this dis 
closure, a computing device includes a processor and 
memory for storing and executing program code, data and 65 
Software, and may be provided with an operating system that 
allows the execution of software applications in order to 

4 
manipulate data. The computer 110 can include one or more 
input devices, e.g., keyboard, keypad, mouse, etc. and input 
device interface, for example: a display, such as a screen or 
monitor, which can be specified using any of a number of 
languages, including without limitation, a markup language 
Such as Hypertext Markup Language, Scripts, applets and the 
like. 

Additionally, the computer 110 may receive and/or trans 
mit personal information, risk information, assessment infor 
mation, and/or adjudication information from one or more 
users 170 and/or clients 180 through storage media, wired 
connections, wireless connections, the internet, Internet, or 
any other type of communication network using transmission 
control protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP). Users 170 
may utilize the computer via an input device, such as a key 
board or a mouse. Clients 180 may be computers connected to 
computer 110 through a network. For example, the computer 
110 may receive or transmit these types of information 
through a flash memory drive, disc media (i.e., CD, DVD, 
Blu-Ray), a wired network connection (i.e., the internet), or a 
wireless connection. 
The computer 110 may include an enrollment module 120, 

a data aggregation module 130, a risk assessment module 
140, an adjudication module 190, and a memory 150. The 
modules are not required to be on a single computer 110. The 
modules may each belocated on the computer 110, or may be 
located on separate computers connected to the computer 110 
over a network, such as the Internet. The memory 150 may be 
a fixed disk where an operating system, application programs, 
and/or data may be stored. For the purposes of this disclosure 
a module is a Software, hardware, or firmware (or combina 
tions thereof) system, process or functionality, or component 
thereof, that performs or facilitates the processes, features, 
and/or functions described herein (with or without human 
interaction or augmentation). A module can include Sub 
modules. Software components of a module may be stored on 
a computer readable medium. Modules may be integral to one 
or more servers, or be loaded and executed by one or more 
servers. One or more modules may be grouped into an engine 
or an application and implemented by at least one processor 
of a computing device. 
The enrollment module 120 may receive, at the computer, 

personal information regarding at least one entity. As used 
herein, the term “entity refers to any person, company, group 
of people, organization, government entity, and the like, that 
may pose any kind of risk. For example, an entity may be a 
person, a group of people, an organization, a corporation, a 
co-operation, an association, a country, a state, a city, a 
municipality, etc. As used herein, the term "personal infor 
mation” refers to any information that can uniquely identify 
an entity. For example, if the entity is a single person, personal 
information may include biographic information (e.g., name, 
address, phone number, Social security number, birth date, 
company's stock symbol, etc.), biometric information (e.g., 
fingerprints, face recognition, DNA, hand and palm geom 
etry, iris recognition, odor/scent, etc.), and the like. Personal 
information may refer to an single unique identifier, such as a 
fingerprint, or several pieces of information that when taken 
together can refer only to a single entity, i.e., a name, birth 
date, and address. Additionally, personal information may 
refer to biographic information and biometric information. 
The data aggregation module 130 may receive, at the com 

puter, risk information regarding the entity according to the 
personal information from at least one data source 160. As 
used herein, the term "risk information” refers to any quan 
tifiable information that may be considered as indicative of 
risk. For example, risk information may include criminal 
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history, civil history, terrorist watch lists, traffic violations, 
loan or debt delinquencies, outstanding wants or warrants, 
academic disciplinary history, and/or immigration status. 
Risk information may also include accusations relating to the 
previously mentioned types of risks. For example, a security 
company may want to know whether potential employees 
have a criminal record. In this example, risk information 
would include any information that relates to the criminal 
history of a job applicant. In another example, the federal 
government may want to know what health care companies 
have unacceptably high levels of fraud, or accusations of 
fraud, relating to insurance claims. In this example, risk infor 
mation may include any information that relates to fraud 
claims or accusations relating to the health care companies. In 
another example, a company may want to know whether a 
country poses a risk for investment purposes. In this example, 
risk information may include inflation or deflation rates, debt 
amount, debt to GDP ratio, interest rates, etc. 

For example, the data source 160 may be a database, elec 
tronic documents, the internet, paper files, and the like. The 
risk assessment module 140 may convert the risk information 
to assessment information. The term “assessment informa 
tion' as used herein refers to risk information that has been 
quantified. For example, if a job applicant has a criminal 
background, each criminal charge, disposition, and punish 
ment may be quantified. The conversion from risk informa 
tion to assessment information may be manual or automatic. 
Risk information may be converted from unstructured data 
Sources using a non-standard data Vocabulary and compli 
cated data semantics to assessment information using stan 
dardized vocabulary and values. The memory 150 may store 
the personal information, the risk information, and/or the 
assessment information on the computer 110. 

According to another embodiment, the system 100 may 
also include an adjudication module 190 to determine a level 
ofrisk corresponding to the at least one entity according to the 
assessment information. The adjudication module 190 may 
be accessible to a user 170 or a client 180 through storage 
media, wired connections, wireless connections, the internet, 
Internet, or any other type of communication network using 
transmission control protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol 
(IP). The computer 100 may include the adjudication module 
190, or the adjudication module 190 may be on storage media, 
the internet, flash drives, external hard drives, and the like. 

The risk information may be converted to assessment 
information using an algorithm. The algorithm may use logi 
cal expressions to automatically convert unstructured text 
into numeric values. The algorithm may be developed in the 
following manner in a criminal background context. Criminal 
backgrounds are usually obtained using rap sheets that may 
contain information spanning several decades, jurisdictions, 
states, etc. Each jurisdiction may add information to the rap 
sheets in an unstructured non-standardized manner. For 
example, each jurisdiction may have a unique way of classi 
fying the same crime, the classifications and crimes may 
change over time, there may be typographical errors that are 
never fixed, and other various differences or errors that cause 
inconsistencies in the data. 
To develop the algorithm to automatically convert the 

inconsistent data (risk information) to standardized assess 
ment information, a training model may be built. FIG. 5 is a 
flow chart illustrating the creation of a predictive model from 
which the algorithm is developed. The predictive model may 
be a statistical pattern learning model which is trained to 
predict classifications by using examples of text already clas 
sified. The predictive model may be built by parsing a number 
of rap sheets manually to extract the following pieces of data: 
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6 
charges, arrest dates, court dates, disposition, sentences, etc 
(operation 500). This data may then be analyzed and scored, 
i.e., standardized to account for any inconsistencies (opera 
tion 510). The scoring may be done by an expert in the subject 
matter. In the present example, involving rap sheets, a subject 
matter expert may be a retired police officer, FBI agent, 
corrections officer, and the like. The expert may go through 
rap sheets, line by line, standardizing the unstructured data. 
The scored data may then be pre-processed to remove extra 
neous information from the standardized data (operation 
520). The pre-processing may include replacing specific 
words, tokens, or phrase with more text-minding friendly 
words, tokens, and phrases. The rap sheets may be split into a 
testing set and a training set (operation 530). Logical expres 
sions may be developed as an analytical model based on the 
manual scoring and pre-processing of the rap sheets as part of 
the development of the predictive model (operation 540). The 
algorithm may utilize these logical expressions to convert the 
risk information to assessment information. 
Once the predictive model is developed, new rap sheets 

may be automatically processed by the algorithm using the 
logical expressions of the predictive model to produce testing 
data. The predictive model may then process new rap sheets to 
produce testing data to predict the assessment information 
according to the logical expressions (operation 550). The 
accuracy of the prediction of the assessment information may 
be provided to a user based on the predictive models confi 
dence in the accuracy of the automatic conversion from risk 
information to assessment information (operation 560). The 
accuracy may be provided as a confidence factor, which refers 
to the predictive models confidence that the automatic ver 
sion is accurate. The testing data may be manually reviewed 
by the experts to determine the accuracy of the training model 
and to adjust the logical expressions to improve accuracy 
(operation 570). The process may return to operations S510 
and S520 in order to improve the accuracy of the predictive 
model using additional rap sheets. The more testing data the 
predictive model processes, the more accurate the predictions 
become due to improved logical expressions. The predictive 
model may be part of the risk assessment module 140 and 
may be updated to improve the accuracy of the predictive 
model when the risk assessment module 140 is utilized. 
The computer system 100 may be used to assess risk or as 

a quality check for manual risk assessment. Risk information 
that has been manually processed for adjudication may be fed 
into the computer system 100 to automatically determine the 
level of risk using the predictive model. The manually gen 
erated risk assessment may be compared against the auto 
matically generated risk assessment. The accuracy level of 
the manual risk assessment may be determined by this com 
parison. The person making the manual risk assessment may 
then learn from the differences between the manual risk 
assessment and the automatic risk assessment thereby 
improving the quality of the manual risk assessment. 

According to another embodiment, the risk information 
may include at least one of the following: infraction informa 
tion, punishment information, and disposition information. 
The infraction information, punishment information, and dis 
position information may all correspond to the personal infor 
mation of the at least one entity. As used herein, the term 
“infraction information” refers to any information that may 
be indicative of risk. As used herein, the term “punishment 
information” refers to the severity of the infraction. As used 
herein, the term “disposition information” refers to a resolu 
tion of the infraction information, such as guilt or innocence. 
For example, in a criminal setting, infraction information may 
correspond to criminal charges that may be classified using 
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the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) codes. In this 
example, punishment information may correspond to the 
severity of the charge, i.e., whether the criminal charges con 
stitute misdemeanors or felonies. Additionally, disposition in 
a criminal setting may include whether the charge resolved 
with a finding of convicted, not convicted, or if the resolution 
is unknown. The risk information may include different types 
of information that correspond to the type of risk. For 
example, infraction information, punishment information, 
and disposition information may apply to criminal informa 
tion. Additionally, the risk information may include travel 
information which may include countries visited and dates of 
those visits. 

The risk information can include additional information. 
For example, in a criminal setting the risk information may 
include whether a person has served any jail time, whether 
any probation is part of the sentence, if any fines or restitution 
requirements have been levied, etc. This type of risk informa 
tion may be used by the computer 110 to infer disposition 
information and punishment information. For example, if the 
person has served jail time and punishment information indi 
cates the person was charged with a felony, but the disposition 
information is unknown, the computer 110 can infer that the 
person was convicted based on the fact the person served jail 
time for the felony. Additionally, if the person has been con 
victed and fined over $500, but the punishment information 
relating to the severity of the charge is unknown, the computer 
110 can infer that the person was charged with a felony based 
on the amount of the fine. 

According to another embodiment, the infraction informa 
tion, punishment information, and disposition information 
may be converted to standardized quantifiable values based 
on the risk information gathered from the at least one data 
source 160. The conversion to standardized quantifiable val 
ues may be manual or automatic. The computer 110 may 
automatically convert the infraction information, punishment 
information, and disposition to standardized quantifiable val 
ues using an algorithm in the risk assessment module 140. 
The algorithm may be specifically programmed to corre 
spond to the type of risk information, i.e., criminal history, 
civil history, terrorist watch lists, traffic violations, loan or 
debt delinquencies, outstanding wants or warrants, academic 
disciplinary history, and/or immigration status. The algo 
rithm may use logic expressions to convert the risk informa 
tion to assessment information. For example, a logic expres 
sion to convert infraction information, in this example a 
criminal charge, to “SEXUAL ASSAULT" or NCIC code 
“11” may be: “SEX(UAL)?\s+ASS(UAIAU)LT.” The logic 
expression may include other alternative or potential spell 
ings or phrases that convey a similar charge. Such as “forcible 
sexual intercourse. Additionally, a logic expression may 
convert punishment information to “FELONY,” “MISDE 
MEANOR,” or “UNKNOWN. Additionally, a logic expres 
sion may convert disposition information to “CONVICTED. 
“NOT CONVICTED or “UNKNOWN 

Additionally, punishment information or disposition infor 
mation may be determined according other portions of the 
risk information. For example, the risk information regarding 
a criminal charge may include jail time, which can be con 
Verted into punishment information and disposition informa 
tion. In this example, punishment information may be deter 
mined according to a punishment length. The punishment 
length may be converted to standardized format using the 
following logic expression: “(DAS2DAYS2)(?:\s|\p|Punct 
IS). This logical expression may be interpreted as: find any 
substring beginning with the letters “DA’ optionally fol 
lowed by the letter “S” or beginning with the letters “DAY.” 
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8 
optionally followed by the letter “S” where following letters 
must be either a “whitespace' character, Some punctuation 
character, or the end of the string. When the text indicating 
punishment length falls within the parameters of the logical 
expression, the first group of characters is replaced by a 
standardized code corresponding to a punishment length. The 
standardized punishment length is then converted to punish 
ment information. Additionally, if jail time has been served, 
the disposition information may be inferred as “CON 
VICTED 
The computer-based system 100 may assess more than one 

risk or assess different types of information simultaneously. 
More than one computer-based system 100 may assess one or 
more risks in tandem with one another. For example, if a risk 
assessment takes more than one type of risk information, Such 
as criminal history and immigration status, a computer-based 
system 100 may include multiple risk assessment modules to 
convert both types of risk information into assessment infor 
mation. Alternatively, a first computer-based system may pro 
cess the criminal history risk information, and a second com 
puter-based system may process the immigration status risk 
information. 

According to another embodiment, the assessment infor 
mation may include a standardized infraction code that cor 
responds to the infraction information, a punishment code 
that corresponds to the punishment information, and a dispo 
sition code that corresponds to the disposition information. 
According to another embodiment, the assessment informa 
tion may be quantified by assigning numerical values as the 
standardized infraction code, the punishment code, and the 
disposition code. 

For example, in a criminal setting, person A may have been 
charged with “intimidating a witness.” This infraction infor 
mation may be automatically converted to standardized 
infraction code “THREATS” which corresponds to NCIC 
code 16. If person A faces more than 1 year (365 days) in 
prison for Such a criminal charge, the punishment information 
may be automatically converted to standardized punishment 
code "FELONY. If person A is found guilty, the disposition 
information is converted Standardized disposition code 
“CONVICTED. Therefore, in this example, person A has 
been charged with “intimidating a witness.” faces over 365 
days in prison, and has been "convicted. Accordingly, the 
system 100 may automatically convert the infraction infor 
mation “intimidating a witness” to "THREATS, the punish 
ment information from “c-365 days' to “FELONY and from 
“guilty” to “CONVICTED.” Furthermore, the system 100 
may automatically convert the infraction information from 
“THREATS” to “16” to correspond to the NCIC code, the 
punishment information from "FELONY to “1” as a ternary 
value, and “CONVICTED' to “2 as a ternary value. Depend 
ing on a potential sentence length, the punishment informa 
tion may be converted to “MISDEMEANOR” or “0” and if 
the punishment information is not clear, the punishment 
information may be converted to “UNKNOWN’ or “2.” 
Additionally, if person A is found not guilty, the disposition 
information may be converted to “NOT CONVICTED' or 
“1,” and if the disposition information is not clear, the dispo 
sition information may be converted to “UNKNOWN’ or 
“0” 

According to another embodiment, the level of risk may 
correspond to the at least one entity is determined according 
to adjudication parameters received by the adjudication mod 
ule 190. For example, a client 180 may be a security company 
looking to hire a new employee. The client 180 may assess the 
risk of job applicants by setting adjudication parameters by 
which to judge the applications. The adjudication parameters 
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may be easily changeable logical expressions that correspond 
to the standardized Vocabulary and values of assessment 
information. The adjudication parameters can rapidly adapt 
to complex and frequently changing policies of the user 170 
or the client 180. The level of risk may be a threshold where 
if a job applicant fails to conform to the adjudication param 
eters set by the client 190, the level of risk is above the 
threshold. If a job applicant conforms to the adjudication 
parameters set by the client 190, the level of risk is at or below 
the threshold. The adjudication parameters may include a 
period of time elapsed from when a particular infraction 
occurred. If the job applicants exceed the adjudication param 
eters the security company is willing to accept, than the level 
of risk corresponding to those applicants. Additionally, the 
level of risk may be quantified according to the adjudication 
parameters. For example, the client 190 may set adjudication 
parameters where a felony is 10 points and a misdemeanor is 
5 points. Accordingly, the client 190 may set an acceptable 
risk level at 24 points, thus any job applicant whose criminal 
record totals more than 25 points exceeds the quantified risk 
threshold. In this example, risk information that exceeds the 
risk threshold may be either a temporary or a permanent 
disqualifying offense. For example, the client 190 may deter 
mine that, for example, a felony that occurred over 10 years 
ago should not be counted in adjudicating the risk because of 
the lapse of time since the infraction. 

According to another embodiment, the adjudication 
parameters may be received from a user 170 and may be 
manually input into the computer 110 or received from a 
client 180 over a network. The network include wired con 
nections, wireless connections, the internet, Internet, or any 
other type of communication network using transmission 
control protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP). 

FIG. 2 illustrates a method of assessing risks using a com 
puter. In operation 200, personal information regarding at 
least one entity is received at the computer. In operation 210, 
risk information regarding the at least one entity is gathered 
according to the personal information from at least one data 
source 160. In operation 220, the risk information is con 
verted to assessment information. In operation 230, the per 
Sonal information, the risk information, and/or the assess 
ment information are stored in a memory 150 on the computer 
110. The conversion of risk information to assessment infor 
mation may be manual or automatic. 

FIG. 3 illustrates a method of gathering of the risk infor 
mation (operation 210). The gathering of risk information in 
operation 210 may include obtaining infraction information 
(operation 310), punishment information (operation 320), 
and disposition information (operation 330) that correspond 
to the personal information of the at least one entity. 

According to another embodiment, the conversion of the 
risk information to assessment information (operation 220) 
may include converting the infraction information, punish 
ment information, and disposition information to standard 
ized quantifiable values based on the risk information gath 
ered from the at least one data source 160. FIG. 3B illustrates 
a method of converting risk information to assessment infor 
mation (operation 220). The conversion of risk information to 
assessment in operation 220 may include converting the risk 
information into assessment information may include a stan 
dardized infraction code that corresponds to the infraction 
information (operation 340), a punishment code that corre 
sponds to the punishment information (operation 350), and a 
disposition code that corresponds to the disposition informa 
tion (operation 360). 

According to another embodiment, the method may further 
include storing the standardized infraction code, the punish 
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10 
ment code, and the disposition code on the computer 110 as 
numerical values (operation 370). According to another 
embodiment, the risk information may include criminal his 
tory, civil history, terrorist watch lists, traffic violations, loan 
or debt delinquencies, outstanding wants or warrants, aca 
demic disciplinary history, and/or immigration status. 

According to another embodiment, the method may further 
include determining a level of risk (operation 250) corre 
sponding to the at least one entity according to the assessment 
information. According to another embodiment, the level of 
risk corresponding to the at least one entity may be deter 
mined according to adjudication parameters. According to 
another embodiment, the method may further include receiv 
ing the adjudication parameters (operation 240) by inputting 
the adjudication parameters into the computer 110 or receiv 
ing the adjudication parameters from a client 180 over a 
network. The adjudication parameters may be received at the 
computer 110 before the process illustrated in FIG. 2 begins. 

According to another embodiment, a method of assessing 
risks using a computer 110 is provided. The method includes 
receiving biographical information (operation 200) regarding 
at least one person at the computer 110. In operation 210, 
criminal information regarding the at least one person accord 
ing to the biographical information is gathered from at least 
one data source 160, wherein the criminal information 
includes information relating to infractions, punishments for 
the infractions, and dispositions of the infractions. In opera 
tion 220, criminal information is automatically converted to 
assessment information, wherein a standardized numerical 
value is assigned to each infraction, a value of misdemeanor 
or felony is assigned to the punishment for each infraction, 
and a value of convicted, not convicted, or unknown is 
assigned to the disposition of each infraction. In operation 
230, the biographical information, the criminal information, 
and the assessment information is stored on the computer 
110. In operation 250 a level of risk corresponding to the at 
least one person according to the assessment information is 
determined. FIG. 4 illustrates a method of determining a level 
of risk (operation 250). In operation 410, the at least one 
person is accepted, in operation 420 the at least one person is 
subjected to further review, and in operation 430 the at least 
one person is rejected based on the level of risk. With regard 
to operation 420, the at least one person may be provisionally 
rejected based on a felony conviction, howevertheat least one 
person may subsequently be accepted in operation 410 if the 
felony that occurred over 10 years ago and the adjudication 
parameters do not disqualify applicants for felony convic 
tions that occurred more than 10 years ago. 

According to another embodiment, the method of assess 
ingrisks can also be embodied as computer-readable codes on 
a computer-readable medium. The computer-readable 
medium can include a computer-readable recording medium 
and a computer-readable transmission medium. The com 
puter-readable recording medium is any data storage device 
that can store data as a program which can be thereafter read 
by a computer system. Examples of the computer-readable 
recording medium include read-only memory (ROM), ran 
dom-access memory (RAM), CD-ROMs, Blu-Rays, flash 
drives, magnetic tapes, floppy disks, and optical data storage 
devices. The computer-readable recording medium can also 
be distributed over network coupled computer systems so that 
the computer-readable code is stored and executed in a dis 
tributed fashion. Also, functional programs, codes, and code 
segments to accomplish the present disclosure can be easily 
construed by programmers skilled in the art to which the 
present disclosure pertains. 
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Unless defined otherwise, all technical terms used herein 
have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of 
ordinary skill in the art to which this invention belongs. Any 
methods and materials similar or equivalent to those 
described herein also can be used in the practice or testing of 
the present disclosure 

It must be noted that as used herein and in the appended 
claims, the singular forms “a”, “and”, and “the include plural 
references unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. 

EXAMPLES 

The following examples are put forth so as to provide those 
of ordinary skill in the art with a complete disclosure and 
description of how to make and use the present disclosure, 
and are not intended to limit the scope of what the inventors 
regard as their invention. 

Example 1 

Criminal Risk Assessment 

The system of assessing risk may be used to perform the 
method of assessing risk in a criminal background check 
setting. For purposes of this example, Company A is a secu 
rity company looking to hire new employees. Company A, 
which corresponds to client 180 in this example, wants to do 
a background check on the following job applicants Person A 
and Person B. Company A sends personal information 
regarding each of the job applicants to the computer 110. In 
this example, Company A sends Person A and Person B's 
names and Social security numbers to the computer 110. 
Computer 110 then searches various data sources 160 for 
pertinent risk information. In this example, the computer 110 
gathers Criminal History Record Checks (CHRC) files con 
taining the criminal history, or rap sheets, for Person A and 
Person B that correspond to their personal information. The 
rap sheet for Person A includes a charge for “rape' with a 
sentence length of “10yrs’ and a disposition of “glty.” The rap 
sheet for Person B includes a charge for “forcible sexual 
intercourse with a sentence length of "3650 days’ and a 
disposition of “G” The charges on the rap sheets are infrac 
tion information, the sentence lengths are punishment infor 
mation, and the dispositions are disposition information. 
The computer 110 may run an algorithm in the risk assess 

ment module 140 to convert the risk information on the rap 
sheets of Person A and B to assessment information. With 
regard to Person A, the infraction information “rape' is con 
verted to a standardized infraction code "SEXUAL AS 
SAULT" or NCIC code “11” which corresponds to this 
charge; the punishment information “10yrs’ is converted to a 
standardized punishment code "FELONY” or “1”; and the 
disposition information “glty' is converted to a standardized 
disposition code "CONVICTED' or “2.” With regard to Per 
son B, the infraction information “forcible sexual inter 
course' is converted to a standardized infraction code 
“SEXUAL ASSAULT or NCIC code “11” which corre 
sponds to this charge; the punishment information "3650 
days' is converted to a standardized punishment code 
“FELONY” or “1”; and the disposition information “G” is 
converted to a standardized disposition code "CON 
VICTED' or “2. The standardized infraction code, punish 
ment code, and disposition code are stored on computer 110 
as assessment information in either a text format (i.e., 
“SEXUAL ASSAULT,” “FELONY,”“CONVICTED)orina 
numerical format (i.e., “11”. “1,” “2). 
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Company A (client 180) sets adjudication parameters to 

determine the level of risk associated with Persons A and B 
via an adjudication module on the client 180 or the computer 
110. For purposes of this example, Company A has set adju 
dication parameters on the computer 110 before the risk infor 
mation was gathered. In this example, Company A has deter 
mined that any job applicant that has been convicted of a 
felony will be excluded from being considered for a position 
with the company. Both conditions, conviction and that the 
crime is a felony, need to be satisfied in order for Persons A or 
B to be excluded from consideration. Therefore, when the 
computer 110 determines the level of risk based on the adju 
dication parameters, the computer 110 finds that the level of 
risk associated with Person A and Person B is above a risk 
threshold. Therefore, the computer 110 rejects Person A and 
Person B's job applications for Company A. Company A is 
then informed of the results of the risk assessment regarding 
Person A and Person B. If Person A was not convicted of a 
felony, Person A would be accepted as an acceptable risk. If it 
was unknown as to whether Person A was convicted or not, 
then Person A's application would be subjected to further 
review. 

Example 2 

Airport Security Risk Assessment 

The system of assessing risk may be used to perform the 
method of assessing risk in an airport security setting. For 
purposes of this example, Person A and Person Bare trying to 
board an international flight from Europe to the United States. 
The Airport Security (AS) may send personal information 
regarding Persons A and B to the computer 110. In this 
example, AS sends Person A and Person B's names, social 
security numbers (if applicable), and passport numbers to the 
computer 110. Computer 110 then searches various data 
sources 160 for pertinent risk information. In this example, 
the computer 110 gathers Criminal History Record Checks 
(CHRC) files containing the criminal history, or rap sheets, 
for Person A and Person B that correspond to their personal 
information. The computer 110 also gathers files relating to 
Person A and B's nationality, immigration status, and travel 
history. The rap sheet for Person A includes a charge for 
“carrying a concealed explosive on an airplane' with a sen 
tence length of “5y” and a disposition of “sentenced.” Person 
B does not have a rap sheet. Person A is a United States citizen 
whose only travel has been to Europe. Person B is a Yemeni 
national who has traveled to Afghanistan and Pakistan in the 
last 12 months. 
The computer 110 may run an algorithm in the risk assess 

ment module 140 to convert the risk information relating to 
the criminal history of Person A and B to assessment infor 
mation. With regard to Person A, the infraction information 
“carrying a concealed explosive on an airplane' is converted 
to a standardized infraction code “WEAPON OFFENSES' 
or NCIC code “52” which corresponds to this charge; the 
punishment information “5y' is converted to a standardized 
punishment code "FELONY” or “1”; and the disposition 
information “sentenced' is converted to a standardized dis 
position code "CONVICTED' or “2.” With regard to Person 
B, no conversion is necessary since Person B does not have a 
criminal history. 
AS sets adjudication parameters to determine the level of risk 
associated with Persons A and B via an adjudication module 
on the client 180 or the computer 110. For purposes of this 
example, AS has set adjudication parameters on the computer 
110 before the risk information was gathered. In this example, 
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AS has determined that any traveler who has been convicted 
of bringing unauthorized weapons on a plane is to be pre 
vented from boarding the plane. AS has also determined that 
any traveler who is from Yemen and has visited Afghanistan 
or Pakistan in the past year is to be prevented from boarding 
the flight. When the computer 110 determines the level of risk 
based on the adjudication parameters, the computer 110 finds 
that the level of risk associated with Person A and Person B is 
above a risk threshold. Therefore, the computer 110 rejects 
Person A and Person B, and AS is then informed of the results 
of the risk assessment regarding Person A and Person B. AS 
then prevents Person A and Person B from boarding the plane. 

Example 3 

Police Office Application 

The system of assessing risk may be used to perform the 
method of assessing risk in a criminal background check 
setting. Police Department (PD), which corresponds to client 
180 in this example, wants to do a background check on the 
following job applicants: Person A and Person B. The PD 
sends personal information regarding each of the job appli 
cants to the computer 110. In this example, Company A sends 
Person A and Person B's names and social security numbers 
to the computer 110. Computer 110 then searches various 
data sources 160 for pertinent risk information. In this 
example, the computer 110 gathers Criminal History Record 
Checks (CHRC) files containing the criminal history, or rap 
sheets, for Person A and Person B that correspond to their 
personal information. The rap sheet for Person A includes a 
charge for “rape” with a sentence length of “10yrs' and a 
disposition of “afgh.” The rap sheet for Person B includes two 
charges for “grand theft auto” with a sentence length of 
“days’ and a disposition of “con.” The charges on the rap 
sheets are infraction information, the sentence lengths are 
punishment information, and the dispositions are disposition 
information. 
The computer 110 may run an algorithm in the risk assess 

ment module 140 to convert the risk information on the rap 
sheets of Person A and B to assessment information. With 
regard to Person A, the infraction information “rape' is con 
verted to a standardized infraction code "SEXUAL AS 
SAULT" or NCIC code “11” which corresponds to this 
charge; the punishment information “10yrs’ is converted to a 
standardized punishment code "FELONY” or “1”; and the 
disposition information “afgh’ is converted to a standardized 
disposition code “UNKNOWN or “0” With regard to Person 
B, the infraction information “grand theft auto’ is converted 
to a standardized infraction code "STOLEN VEHICLE' or 
NCIC code “24, which corresponds to this charge; the pun 
ishment information “days’ is converted to a standardized 
punishment code “UNKNOWN’ or “2'; and the disposition 
information “con' is converted to a standardized disposition 
code "CONVICTED' or “2. The Standardized infraction 
code, punishment code, and disposition code are stored on 
computer 110 as assessment information in either a text for 
mat or in a numerical format. 
The PD sets adjudication parameters to determine the level 

of risk associated with Persons A and B via an adjudication 
module on the client 180 or the computer 110. For purposes of 
this example, The PD has set adjudication parameters on the 
computer 110 before the risk information was gathered. In 
this example, the PD has determined that any job applicant 
that has been convicted of more than one charge of grand theft 
auto will be excluded from being considered for a position as 
a police officer with a cruiser. Both conditions, conviction and 
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that the crime is a felony, need to be satisfied in order for 
Persons A or B to be excluded from consideration. Therefore, 
when the computer 110 determines the level of risk based on 
the adjudication parameters, the computer 110 finds that the 
level of risk associated with Person B is above a risk thresh 
old. Therefore, the computer 110 rejects Person B's job appli 
cations to be a police officer with a cruiser at the PD. How 
ever, Person B may still be able to be accepted for another job 
in the PD. The PD is then informed of the results of the risk 
assessment regarding Person A and Person B. Person A may 
be accepted for the job as a police officer with police cruiser, 
and Person B may be accepted for a desk job with the PD. 

While the present disclosure has been described with ref 
erence to the specific embodiments thereof, it should be 
understood by those skilled in the art that various changes 
may be made and equivalents may be substituted without 
departing from the true spirit and scope of the invention. In 
addition, many modifications may be made to adopt a par 
ticular situation, material, composition of matter, process, 
process step or steps, to the objective spirit and scope of the 
present disclosure. All such modifications are intended to be 
within the scope of the claims appended hereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-based system for assessing risks, the system 

comprising: 
a storage device to 

receive, at a computer, personal information regarding at 
least one entity; 

receive, at the computer, risk information regarding the 
at least one entity according to the personal informa 
tion from at least one data source, wherein the risk 
information includes infraction information, punish 
ment information, and disposition information that 
correspond to the personal information of the at least 
one entity, 

store the personal information, the risk information, or 
assessment information on the computer, and 

a processor to automatically convert the risk information to 
assessment information using standardized codes by 
assigning numerical values including an infraction code 
that corresponds to the infraction information, a punish 
ment code that corresponds to the punishment informa 
tion, and a disposition code that corresponds to the dis 
position information. 

2. The computer-based system according to claim 1, 
wherein the risk information further comprises: 

criminal history, civil history, terrorist watch lists, traffic 
violations, loan or debt delinquencies, outstanding 
wants or warrants, academic disciplinary history, or 
immigration status. 

3. The computer-based system according to claim 1, fur 
ther comprising: 

an adjudication module to determine a level of risk corre 
sponding to the at least one entity according to the 
assessment information. 

4. The computer-based system according to claim 3, 
wherein the level of risk corresponding to the at least one 
entity is determined according to adjudication parameters 
received by the adjudication module. 

5. The computer-based system according to claim 4. 
wherein the adjudication parameters are received from a user 
and are input into the computer or received from a client over 
a network. 

6. A method of assessing risks using a computer, the 
method comprising: 

receiving personal information regarding at least one entity 
at the computer; 
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gathering risk information regarding the at least one entity 
according to the personal information from at least one 
data source, wherein the gathering of the risk informa 
tion includes obtaining infraction information, punish 
ment information, and disposition information that cor 
respond to the personal information of the at least one 
entity; 

automatically converting the risk information to assess 
ment information, wherein the automatically converting 
of the risk information to the assessment information 
includes converting the infraction information to an 
infraction code, the punishment information to a pun 
ishment code, and the disposition information to a dis 
position code by assigning standardized numerical val 
ues to the infraction information, the punishment 
information, and the disposition information; and 

storing the personal information, the risk information, or 
the assessment information in a memory of the com 
puter. 

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the risk infor 
mation comprises: 

criminal history, civil history, terrorist watch lists, traffic 
violations, loan or debt delinquencies, outstanding 
wants or warrants, academic disciplinary history, or 
immigration status. 

8. The method according to claim 6, further comprising: 
determining a level of risk corresponding to the at least one 

entity according to the assessment information. 
9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the level of 

risk corresponding to the at least one entity is determined 
according to adjudication parameters. 

10. The method according to claim 9, further comprising: 
receiving the adjudication parameters by inputting the 

adjudication parameters into the computer or receiving 
the adjudication parameters from a client over a net 
work. 

11. The method according to claim 6, 
wherein the standardized infraction code is derived from 

infraction information by pre-processing the infraction 
information and using a predictive model to classify the 
infraction information into the infraction code along 
with a confidence factor for the classification; 

wherein the standardized punishment code is derived from 
punishment information by pre-processing the punish 
ment information and using the predictive model to clas 
sify the punishment information into the punishment 
code along with a confidence factor for the classifica 
tion; and 
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wherein the standardized disposition code is derived from 

disposition information by pre-processing the disposi 
tion information and using the predictive model to clas 
sify the disposition information into the disposition code 
along with a confidence factor for the classification. 

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the pre 
processing of the infraction information, the punishment 
information, or the disposition information includes: 

performing a number of text-string Substitutions to normal 
ize the language of the infraction information, the pun 
ishment information, or the disposition information; 

removing unnecessary text from the infraction informa 
tion, the punishment information, or the disposition 
information; and 

creating specific phrases based on the proximity of two or 
more words. 

13. The method according to claim 11, wherein the predic 
tive model is a statistical pattern learning model which is 
trained to predict classifications by using examples of text 
already classified. 

14. A computer-readable recording medium containing 
computer-readable codes providing commands for comput 
ers to execute a process including: 

receiving personal information regarding at least one entity 
at the computer; 

gathering risk information regarding the at least one entity 
according to the personal information from at least one 
dataSource wherein the gathering of the risk information 
includes obtaining infraction information, punishment 
information, and disposition information that corre 
spond to the personal information of the at least one 
entity; 

automatically converting the risk information to assess 
ment information; and 

storing the personal information, the risk information, and 
the assessment information on the computer; 

wherein the automatically converting of the risk informa 
tion to the assessment information includes converting 
the infraction information to an infraction code, the pun 
ishment information to a punishment code, and the dis 
position information to a disposition code by assigning 
standardized numerical values to the infraction informa 
tion, the punishment information, and the disposition 
information. 


